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SUEZ CANAL - Container Flow

Consequences
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Suez Canal - Container Flow Consequences
 

 

MSC Customer Advisory

Hamburg, Germany, 31 March 2021

 

Dear Customers,

due to the previous vessel blockage in the Suez Canal
MSC expects a disruption in the current container flow,
which will result in a reduction of empty returns,
amplifying the deficit and worsening the
worldwide equipment shortage.

We also foresee a significant impact on availability and
accuracy of existing intermodal networks within the
region.

Due to all mentioned obstacles and with respect to this
unfortunate situation, we cannot guarantee timely arrival
of export and import containers without incurring
additional costs.

To minimize any negative effects, keep focus on providing
sufficient customer service and reliable services, while
easing pressure on the equipment and transportation
supply, MSC has decided on the following measures for
the month of April.
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Ex NWC /ADR inland 
1. As of 01 April 2021 empty equipment will solely be
released for bookings in carrier’s haulage, helping to
achieve best possible degree of fulfillment. Subject to
space and equipment availability.

For the time being all references already given up to 31
March 2021 will remain valid.

2. Carrier’s haulage bookings need to be planned
according to the agreed storage free times at the
terminals. In case the situation would not allow us to
arrange transportation within the free period according to
BL clause 19, MSC cannot be held responsible for
any additional costs like storage and container rental,
which will be charged on cargo account.

3. Cancellations of confirmed positioning will be
subject to a cancelation fee of EUR 500,00 per
container.

4. Re-use fee increase to EUR 300,00 per container
within German and Austrian hinterland depots.

Belgium, Netherland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary
will not allow the re-use at all.

5. New container rental free period in export
announced for 24 April will apply as from 01
April already, except FMC trades, for all cargo including
special contracts and agreements.

We thank you for understanding and once again please
rest assured that we are doing our utmost to provide the
best possible service and solutions in this very specific
period. We will keep you posted regarding all
developments.

Should you have any concerns or questions, please
contact your local representative in our network of more
than 500 offices worldwide.

MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company
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MSC Germany S.A. & Co. KG 

Willy-Brandt-Straße 49, 20457 Hamburg, Germany  

T: +49 40 30 295 -0 W: www.msc.com 
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